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This letter describes the use of a sensitive photoresist for direct imaging of optical intensity profiles
in near-field photolithographic experiments. A comparison between experimental patterns in
exposed, developed photoresist and calculated profiles of intensity shows that this procedure
provides a reliable semiquantitative image of the irradiance distribution in the near field; experiment
and theory correlate adequately. A potential use of the superficial diffraction contrast recorded in
photoresist as the basis for a new method of the fabrication of nanostructures is discussed. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~97!02052-4#
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Near-field ultraviolet~UV! photolithography provides a
promising approach to the fabrication of sub-100 n
features.1–4 In order to develop and optimize lithograph
methods that operate in the near field, an understandin
the near-field intensity profiles is required. These profiles
be simulated, but the models are necessarily approximate
are often difficult to verify.4–7 In this letter, we describe a
convenient experimental method for recording the inten
profiles of light in lithographic experiments, using a sensit
photoresist. Photosensitive materials have been previo
described as recording media for holograms.8–10 They have
also been used to characterize the optical probe in near-
microscopy.11 We have used a negative tone photoresist~AZ
5206, Hoechst! that allows the intensity of light to be image
directly: that is, the thickness of resist remaining followin
exposure and development is thickest where irradianc
highest.12 In order to demonstrate the utility of our approac
we performed a detailed study of the irradiance distribut
in the optical near field for contact-mode photolithograp
using elastomeric phase masks.4,13 This recently described
lithographic procedure combines the advantages
conformal-contact photolithography using amplitu
masks1,2,7 and phase-shift lithography,14–16 and is capable
of generating ;90 nm wide features with broadban
(l5330– 460 nm), incoherent light.

Figure 1 shows the theoretical profiles of intensity c
culated using a simple scalar analysis4,14,17 for a one-
dimensional grating test pattern and the expected pattern
photoresist for different exposure conditions. The expos
characteristics were chosen experimentally to correspon
the I 0,I ,I 100 interval @Fig. 1~b!#, whereI 0 is the integrated
dose of radiation below which the photoresist film is fu
developable, andI 100 is the integrated dose of radiatio
above which the photoresist film remains untouched by
velopment. In this interval, the percentage of exposed fi
remaining is almost linearly related to the integrat
radiation,12 so that information about small differences
energy can be inferred from the thickness of the develo
photoresist.

Figure 2 shows an atomic force micrograph~AFM! of
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the pattern in a photoresist film formed after exposu
through an elastomeric phase mask4 that had a relief struc-
ture of 2mm lines spaced by 2mm. The correlation between
the topology of the resist surface and calculated profiles
intensity establishes that this procedure successfully ima
the intensity distribution in the near field.

A more thorough relative analysis of both profiles pr
vides additional information about the deviations of the a
tual irradiance distribution from the simple theoretic
model. Profile measurements using AFM@Fig. 2~c!# show
that the photoresist film is thinner in the areas correspond
to the noncontact regions in the photomask relief than in
contact areas, while the calculated intensity patterns pre
that they be identical in both regions@Fig. 2~a!#. This differ-
ence implies losses in intensity in the noncontact regi

FIG. 1. Relationship between intensity profiles~left!, patterns in image re-
versal photoresist~right!, and exposure time. The intensity profile of a pha
mask in conformal contact with the photoresist is taken as an in
~a! Underexposure. The whole profile of the intensity falls below the leve
I 0 . No pattern in the photoresist is formed.~b! Most of the intensity falls
into the interval betweenI 0 and I 100. The resulting profile in the resis
reproduces the actual irradiation distribution in the near field, so that
latter can be inferred from an analysis of the photoresist topograp
~c! Overexposure. Most of the intensity exceeds the level ofI 100. Under
these conditions, the photoresist is insensitive to the small variation
intensity at the top of the film. In the overexposed regions, 100% of
photoresist film remains intact following the development.
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relative to the contact regions. On the basis of these obs
vations, we propose that reflective losses in the air gaps
one source of shadowing observed in the regions that co
spond to the noncontact areas in the mask. In addition,
expected most of the distortions to derive from the sagging18

of the noncontact regions when the elastomeric photoma
comes in contact with photoresist. The effect of sagging w
demonstrated using elastomeric masks of different stiffne
or of different thicknesses. Stiffer or thinner masks on a rig
support that showed less sagging than thicker ones indu
the formation of weak diffraction ripples in the noncontac
areas.

FIG. 2. Calculated profile of intensity and corresponding pattern in pho
resist for the near-field photolithographic experiment, using an elastome
contact phase mask with a grating test pattern of 2mm lines spaced by
2 mm. The masks were prepared as described previously~see Ref. 4! by
casting and curing poly~dimethylsiloxane! ~PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corn-
ing! against patterned rigid masters. The depth of the surface relief of
phase masks was 0.5mm ~;p phase shift for wavelengths emitted by a
mercury lamp!. ~a! Theoretical profiles of intensity calculated using a simpl
scalar analysis~see Ref. 4!. ~b! Atomic force micrograph~AFM! of the
topography of the pattern in image reversal photoresist. The pattern show
higher influence of diffraction in the regions that were in contact with th
stamp than in those that were not.~c! Height profile of the sample shown
in ~b!. Note that heights of the noncontact regions are always low
than those of the contact regions, implying that photoresist accumulate
higher integrated irradiance in the contact regions than in the noncon
regions.
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We were able to correct the theoretical model to acco
for shadowing from reflective losses and sagging; these
rections improved the simulations of the irradiance distrib
tion in the optical near field. Figure 3 shows the reco
structed calculated profiles of intensity produced in t
optical near field by the elastomeric phase masks with sim
and complex relief patterns, and the corresponding patte
recorded in photoresist. It is clear that the images
photoresist provide detailed information about the thr
dimensional distribution of intensity of light in the opt
cal near field and that they can be reconciled with sim
theory.

The ability to record a variety of complex diffraction an
interference patterns in photoresist raised the possibility
exploiting the superficial diffraction contrast as an approa
to nanofabrication. Figure 4~a! shows the experimental step
used to capture the superficial image relief in low-contr
patterns; this work follows related demonstrations by M
sudaet al.19 Using this method, we can extract a pattern th
corresponds to the minima in intensity of light from
low-contrast photoresist profile. Figure 4~b! shows a grid
pattern and an array of the 100–150 nm wide co
centric rings spaced by 150–200 nm as sample struct
generated from the two last profiles presented in Fig. 3.
emphasize that producing patterns of the type shown in
4 is difficult experimentally, since the quality of the stru
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FIG. 3. Near-field irradiance distribution in contact-mode photolithograp
using elastomeric phase masks with different test patterns.~a! Scanning
electron micrographs~SEM! of the images of the field recorded in photore
sist. ~b! Simulation of the profiles of intensity corrected for sagging a
reflective losses at the noncontact regions. The relief structures in the
tomeric masks were composed of a grating pattern with 0.8mm lines spaced
by 0.8mm ~1!; grating pattern with 2mm lines spaced by 2mm ~2!; grating
pattern as in~2! exposed consecutively in two perpendicular directions~3!
and raised cylinders~4!.
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tures is very sensitive to defects in the silicon layer and t
the homogeneity and dose used in reactive ion etchin
These structures nonetheless represent a proof of principle
a new method for the fabrication of nanostructures that ca

FIG. 4. ~a! Schematic illustration of the process used for a superficial imag
emphasis~see Refs. 1 and 19! of the low-contrast diffraction patterns. A
;50 nm thick silicon film was evaporated on the photoresist surfaces be
ing diffraction information. The excess silicon layer above the pattern wa
removed by reactive ion etching~RIE! with a plasma of CF4. The silicon
islands remaining in the regions of the diffraction minima served as a res
in RIE with O2. ~b! SEM of a grid pattern and an array of concentric rings
fabricated from the last two profiles shown in Fig. 3, using the procedu
outlined in ~a!.
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not be produced easily by conventional lithographic te
niques.

In conclusion, we believe that the procedure describ
here provides a sensitive method for imaging details of
optical near field. It helps to improve our understanding
the principles involved in near-field photolithography a
provides means to develop and optimize photolithograp
techniques.
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